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Each of the music extracts in this examination will be played a number of times, as indicated, with
a pause of 30 seconds after each playing. Following the last extract in Questions One and Two,
you will have two minutes to check your answers.
You now have one minute to read Question One on pages 2 and 3.

QUESTION ONE
You will hear extracts from the Prelude and Fugue, BWV 556, by J. S. Bach.
Extract 1 This extract is 10 seconds long and will be played SIX times. Complete parts (a) and (b).
(a)

Name the instrument that is playing the music.

(b)

(i)

Transcribe the rhythm only of the melody in bars 2–4.
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(ii)

2

3

4

Explain how the rhythm of the melody changes from bar 5.

Extract 2 This extract is 10 seconds long and will be played FOUR times. Complete parts (c) and (d).
(c)

Identify the main compositional device used throughout the extract. Explain how it is used,
commenting on relevant aspects such as its duration (in bars), and pitch / tonality.
Compositional device:

(d)

Focus on the end of the extract. Describe:
(i)

the tonality

(ii)

the final cadence

(iii)

the ornament used.
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Extract 3 This extract is 15 seconds long and will be played THREE times. Complete part (e).
(e)

Identify the THREE different textures (e.g. “homophonic”) in the order you hear them, and
give detailed evidence to support your identification.
Texture (1):

Texture (2):

Texture (3):

Extract 4 This extract is 70 seconds long and is the entire prelude. It will be played TWICE.
Complete part (f).
(f)

Identify the form of the prelude (e.g. “variation form”), and give detailed evidence to support
your identification.
Form:
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You now have one minute to read Question Two on pages 4 and 5.

QUESTION TWO
You will hear extracts from El Salón México, composed in 1936 by Aaron Copland. Several of the
themes in the work are based on Mexican folk songs.
Extract 1 This extract is 30 seconds long and will be played TWICE. Complete part (a).
(a)

Explain one way the orchestration could be considered typical of twentieth century music.

Extract 2 This extract is 50 seconds long and will be played THREE times. You will hear two
similar passages based on the song “La Jesusita”, separated by a short pause. (The
opening phrase of “La Jesusita” is printed below.) Complete parts (b) and (c).
(b)

Name the two instruments that play the melody.
Instrument (1):
Instrument (2):

(c)

(i)

Focus on the first passage. Circle TWO notes of the printed melody that the composer
has changed, and describe these changes.

(1)

(2)

(ii)

Focus on the second passage. Explain precisely a way in which the melody differs from
that of the first passage.
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Extract 3 This extract is also based on “La Jesusita”. You will hear a 4-bar melody played twice,
with different instrumentation. The extract is 10 seconds long and will be played FOUR
times. Complete part (d).
(d)

(i)

Focus on the instrumentation. Explain one way that it is similar the second time you
hear the melody, and one way that it is different.
Similarity:

Difference:

(ii)

Focus on the rhythm of the melody. Explain ONE way that it is similar to the original
song (printed on page 4), and one way that it is different.
Similarity:

Difference:

(iii)

Focus on the melody. Explain ONE way that it is similar to the original song (printed on
page 4), and one way that it is different.
Similarity:

Difference:
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You now have one minute to read Question Three on pages 6–8.

QUESTION THREE
You will hear extracts from two performances of the song “Stormy Weather” by Harold Arlen and
Ted Koehler. The lyrics of the first verse are printed below.

Extract 1 This is the first verse, and the beginning of the second. It is 30 seconds long and will be
played FOUR times. Complete parts (a) and (b).
(a)

Name the voice type (e.g. bass)

(b)

(i)

Explain ONE rhythmic difference between the vocalist and the accompaniment at the
beginning.

(ii)

Explain TWO different ways the accompanying instruments are used in the extract.
Refer to the lyrics in your response.
(1)

(2)
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Extract 2 This is the verse, in an arrangement for clarinet and piano. It will be played FIVE times.
Complete part (c).
(c)

Add the missing chord indications to the score, using jazz / rock notation. The key is G major.

Extract 3 This is the introduction, from the same arrangement. It is 15 seconds long and will be
played FOUR times. Complete part (d).
(d)

The arranger has used two motifs from the verse in the 4-bar introduction.
Note: You may refer to the melody above and the lyrics on page 6, and / or quote from the
music in your response.
(i)

Identify the TWO motifs from the verse that are used in the melody of the introduction,
and precisely specify the bar number and beat on which they occur.

&

#

(1)
(2)
(ii)

Explain TWO ways the arranger has developed these motifs. Refer to bar numbers in
your response.

&

#

(1)

(2)
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Extract 4 This is the bridge, from the same arrangement. It will be played SIX times. Complete
part (e).
(e)

Transcribe the missing notes in the clarinet part and the left hand of the piano part. (Notate
the rhythm using the convention for swing shown above the first bar.)
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QUESTION
NUMBER

Extra space if required.
Write the question number(s) if applicable.
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